
Charismo Downlight Series with 
                   Charismo                       low glare luminaires provide subtle light to 
define spaces, highlight colours and enhance décor. They operate normally 
with an on/off switch, and the addition of a                      remote control 
(purchased separately) opens up an unmatched range of light management 
features and wireless control accessories

Installation Instructions

This product must be installed by a suitably licensed
person in compliance with all the requirements of
relevant Standards and Regulations.

Caring and cleaning
 Your Everyday IP65 LED Batten needs no care other than an occasional wipe down

with a damp lint free cloth to remove dust.
 Do not use chemical cleaners as they can degrade plastic material and cause premature failure. 

IMPORTANT

Residential use:
Light fixture – 5 years.
Driver (separate driver) - 5 years

Commercial use:
Light fixture – 5 years.
Driver (separate driver) - 3 years

Warranty

Under circumstances detailed in our full warranty statement and those specified in consumer law,

or a manufacturing defect within the following periods:

The complete Warranty Statement is displayed on our website (emlight.com.au/warranty).

warrants to repair or replace any light fixtures or drivers failing due to a faulty components
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DIMENSIONS (mm)

Charismo with 

Voltage Colour Rendering Driver

Catalogue Number Cut Out Total Power CCT Luminous Flux Efficacy

220-240V ~ PF 0.9 CRI > 90

MDCF3TW

MDCF81TW

MDCF82TW
MDCF83TW

75-90mm

200mm

8W

11W

20W
30W

3000K Default 
Variable 

27-5000K using 
SuperFLEX 

Remote Control

650 Lm

1,000 Lm

2,000 Lm
3,000 Lm

80 Lm/ W

91 Lm/ W

100 Lm / W
100 Lm / W

Key functions of                       functionality relies on the luminaires being grouped for common control. It is essential 
that the lighting layout is reviewed and a Group allocated to each luminaire prior to starting the installation process. 
See the                      Manual for full Grouping information. 

    Ensure relevant circuits are isolated before attempting installation.
    Ensure the cut out size is correct for the chosen luminaire – see Table below. 
    Install a suitable 240V 10A socket adjacent to the opening. 
    Connect the driver output to the luminaire taking care to match the keyways and secure the locking ring. 
    Plug the driver into the power socket. Hold back the spring clips and insert the downlight into the opening. 
    Carefully release the clips and centre the fixture in the opening.  Test for correct operation. 
    Refer to the separate                       Manual for access and use of                       functions. 
           * Note:                      luminaires are only dimmable via the                      features. 

                            (Patent Pending) 
       # Wireless grouping of luminaires for common control
       # Smooth, full range dimming 
       # Stepped and zoom colour change (where applicable)
       # Favourite lighting presets
       # Night-light function 
       # Compatibility with a range of wireless sensors and other accessories. 

Clearance from Combustible Materials and Insulation
                    
                    Charismo downlights are rated IC-4 (Abutted and Covered – no air transfer - AS NZS 60598.2.2-2016). 
Therefore they are safe to come into contact with combustible material without further protection or isolation, and safe 
are to be covered by insulation in circumstances where there can be no air transfer between the living space and the 
roof space. Refer to the detailed recommended spacing below. 

Please note: It is recommended that where possible the driver is located above any the insulation. When covered, 
the heat build up due to reduced cooling does not present a hazard but may shorten the life of the driver. A driver 
failure due to exposure to excessive heat will not qualify for a warranty replacement.

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled 
to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss 
or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable 
quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.  

Recommended Spacing

A. Clerance above luminaire  - 0 mm

B. Side clerance to combustible 
     building element - 0 mm

C. Side clearance to bulk thermal insulation - 0 mm

D. Clearance to auxiliary equipment
     ( LED driver ). - 0 mm

Cut Out

H

Ø

Model Ø (mm)

Ø 245

H (mm)

190

Cut Out
        (mm)

Ø 200

MDC3TW Ø 110 Ø 9080

MDC8xTW series

＊0 mm - Safe to be covered and have direct contact.
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